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Summary

This paper describes the QA and QC efforts and
results used in fabricating the superconducting
magnets of competing designs being developed by
American manufacturers for testing in the ORNL Large
Coil Test Facility. Control of the design, materials
and processes to assure proper functioning of the
magnets in the test facility as well as the content
of archival data being compiled is discussed.

Introduction

If one refers to the elements listed in ANSI
NQ-1A and looks at LCP he will find a difference.
Why? Because LCP was inaugurated by an organization
trying to satisfy research needs with a QA program
derived from an industrial corporation - Union Carbide.
The emphasis of the QA program is largely on design
review prior to production and defect control during
production. It should be remarked that the word
"production" is not connoting the ordinary industrial
meaning of repetition of standard methods but rather
it differentiates "practice" from "prototype". The
direction of LCP allowed manufacturers the freedom to
select designs, fabrication techniques, and industrial
QA appropriate to ensuring relevance of fabrication to

future tokamak requirements. The standards and codes
invoked by these manufacturers are as diverse as the
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Design Control

Review

ORNL has provided technical staff review through-
out the phase I and II design stages, and the same
people will perform the tests on the coils. In the
review process, hundreds of questions were generated to
assist the coil manufacturers in appraising their designs.
Many questions were related to magnet design but many
were also related to manufacturing planning and quality
aspects of the procurement specifications. There has
been an effort throughout the design to provide in-
spectable coil components and to avoid burying mistakes
in the windings or relying on un-inspectable weld or
braze joints. Now that manufacturing has begun, it is
possible to read in the three Manufacturing Plans, where
the quality checks are to be performed. Hold points
were planned for inspection operations to lessen the
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possibility of the processing of defects. * '
Verification Tests

Detail checks of the drawings and material pro-
curement specifications and the stress analyses comple-
mented the reviews. Finally, when the designs had been
accepted a verification program was initiated to assure
the designers that properties and processes required
for manufacturing the coil could be achieved and dupli-
cated. The list of tests is long and covers a variety
of issues, e.g., heat transfer coefficients, tensile
properties, fracture toughness and crack growth rate,
dielectric strength and tear resistance of insulation,
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weld distortion, voltage breakdown and corona creep
distances, conductor bend radius, slippage and strain
effects, instrument sensor bonding and installation and
practice winding.

Duplicating instrument application and winding
techniques with -full scale mockup materials in the
same position as the actual winding was particularly
beneficial. Future project planners are advised to
incorporate mockup practice with other verification
tests.

As Bui Its
Changes to approved design documents are

accounted for with change notices and/or original
drawing revisions so that the producing craftsmen
are following up-to-date instructions. One company
found it necessary to deviate from their QA Manual
rules on change control because of expense. They
are now "Red Lining" floor prints to record changes.
At the end of construction, Red Line prints will be
part of the archival data to be delivered to ORNL.

Procurement Control

For the procurements of raw material such as
Nb, NbTi, and stainless steel each manufacturer
presented the specification and bids to ORNL for
approval. Each company required supplier certifi-
cation of tensile, chemical, and metallurgical
properties that met or exceeded the controlling
specification. The suppliers were surveyed prior
to placement of the order and then audited for com-
pliance to the order. In many cases, processes were
witnessed; for example, the ultrasonic examination
of the JBK75 stainless steel and the Nb rod. ORNL
performed some audits to complement the coil manu-
facturers' audits; specifically at Teledyne Wan
Chang, Kawecki Berylco, Chicago Bridge & Iron,
Eastern Stainless Steel, and Erie Press. All major
procurements required that the vendor have a quality
assurance plan suitable for the order. -

Discrepancies
In spite of the good intentions of the QA Plans,

however, there were some quality incidents that caused
days of consternation (and delay) and resulted in re-
pair plans or rejected material. For instance: the
metal suppliers found that the grain size and chemical
purities specified could not always be met; the sub-
contracting extruders produced bar to the wrong dia-
meter and wrong heat treat cycles; plates were
machined out-of-tolerance; heater wire was produced
to the wrong resistance and dimensions.

It is a unanimous opinion of the LCP manufacturers
that procurement control be exercised even more fully
for future superconducting coil projects.
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Materials Control

Receiving Inspection
Some materials are received throughout the manu-

facturing sequence and these are inspected for com-
pliance before being used. But the best approach is
to order such materials well in advance of their
intended use and inspect them for compliance with
the applicable specification as they are received to
avoid risking cost or schedule impacts. Receiving in-
spection included verifying the supplier's certifi-
cations; sometimes by repeating independent tests.
Material was identified as "Reject", "Hold", or "OK
for further processing". For materials that under-
go heat treatment, metal ID tags were used. One
manufacturer found damage to the instrument feed-
t.hrouahs thev had mirchased and were able to qet



acceptable replacements before the part was needed in
the coil.

Storage
Material storage was given some attention to

prevent damage to stock such as conductor core strip,
G10 winding insulation, sensors and wires and reels
of conductor. Weld filler wire is dispensed by in-
spectors or weld engineers on a daily basis from
sealed cans or dry boxes to control humidity effects
and avoid mixup of the type of wire used.

Control of Processes

Procedures
The processes used to produce the steel, NbTi

and Nb, the fabricated components and the assembled
coils were specified by the coil designers in product
specifications or manufacturing instructions. For
the manufacture of wire and coil assembly, additional
inspection procedures with appropriate acceptance
criteria and sign offs were written. These procedures
were given the same reviews as the design drawings and
specifications. When the coil is complete, the as-built
procedures too will be delivered to ORNL for the
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project archives.
Procedure Qua!i fi cati on

Jn some cases, the procedures were qualified by
design verification tests. A typical example of pro-
cedural qualification is the way GD qualified the
closure weld concept. Among the data taken on a full
scale mockup were weld distortion, weld penetration
from various processes and parameters and inspecta-
bility of the weld penetration. GE, too, wanted to
measure full scale mockup distortion from welding
and solution annealing as a procedural qualification.
GD's conductor solder bond inspection procedure was
qualified during the phase II design. Work is now
in progress to develop an eddy current procedure for
detectixg weld flaws in the conductor jacket at Airco.
The multifrequency technique is being developed at
ORNL by the same Metals and Ceramics group that is
checking the JBK75 strip ultrasonically. Westinghouse
and NBS have provided data that qualify autogenously
welded JBK75 SST properties for the coil design
requirements.

Personnel Qualification
The coil manufacturers and the pertinent sub-

contractors have velders qualified to national codes
that are pertinent to their own shops. Winding and
instrument personnel have learned the special care and
handling during the development and verification test-
ing at 4K. These core people constitute the qualified
winding crews.
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Environment
The winding operations at GD and GE required a

minimum cleanliness level in the manufacturing space.
As a result, both companies have enclosed the winding
area to exclude airborne debris and they are admini-
stratively controlling access. No food, drinks,
smoking or other habits that could violate their
cleanliness criteria is permitted in these rooms.
Westinghouse has set up a similar situation; eventhough
their room is considerably larger.

The pool-boiling conductors were manufactured at
Intermagnetics General Corp. (IGC) without modifi-
cation to their cabling or solder lines for airborne
cleanliness considerations. An ultrasonic cleaner
and soap.water cleaner prepared the conductors for
soldering. The tube mil] at Airco has been enclosed
to prevent airborne contamination or personnel-
tran<;fp>rr-pW maton"*! that rnnld cause defects in the



weld or contamination of the cable that would prevent
pumpdown or uniform reaction to Nb, Sn. GD and GE
have brushing, blasting, and cleaning stations to
prepare the conductor for winding.

Criteria
The cleanliness criteria consider the bond

integrity of adhesives used for sensor application
and insulation placement. It also considers the
high reliability needed in brazed, soldered, and
welded joints as well as the effects of contamination
to the windings when they are uncleanable. The con-
tamination can affect pumpdown, cool down, and the life
of the helium refrigerator operating in the Oak Ridge
Test Facility.

Inspection

Records
One of LCP's major charters is to provide

adequate records of the coil construction for
reactor designers to plan duplications or scale-
ups of one or more of the LCP designs. The ORNL
specification is clear on this point and each
manufacturer has been responsive to this part of
the specification. Therefore, there exists con-
siderable detail in the inspection log books at
GD, GE, and Westinghouse. CBI, Carpenter Technology,
Eastern Stainless Steel, Japan Steelworks, Kawecki
Berylco, and Teledyne Wan Chang have less decipher-
able logs perhaps because they used a standard
traveler card system to document processes and
acceptance of the metals they prepared. In some of
these companies, the QA organizations were restructured
to provide more independence to the inspection people
by having the QA Manager report to Program Management
separataly from production people. Audits of the QA
manuals contributed to bolstering the importance of
providing objective evidence of manufacturing accepta-
bility by inspection.

•-, t .

Spec fa! N'DE
There were situations in the coil designs where

special inspection such as ultrasonic,, eddy current,
or radiographic techniques were needed*to assure the
•designer of sound metal or bonding. Each manufacturer
has required some of these nondestructive tests.

6D Ultrasonic: 1) Check 304L stainless plate
stock for voids, inclusions,
laminations, piping or cracks.

2) Check solder bond between
stabiliser and Rutherford
cable.
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Spec:; MDE
There were situations in the coil designs where

special inspection such as ultrasonic^ eddy current,
or radiographic techniques v/ere needed*to assure the
designer of sound metal or bonding. Each manufacturer
has required some of these nondestructive tests.

GD Ultrasonic:

GE Ultrasonics:

W Ultrasonics:

1) Check 304L stainless plate
stock for voids, inclusions,
laminations, piping or cracks.

2) Check solder bond between
stabilizer and Rutherford

cable.

3) Check full penetration of
closure weld.

1) Check 316LN stainless plate
stock for voids, inclusions,
laminations, piping or cracks.

2) Check bolt tension in A286 case
bolts.

1) Check 2219T87 aluminum plate
stock for thickness, voids,
inclusions, laminations,
piping and cracks.

2) Check JBK75 stainless strip
stock for linear indications
HSflSSSiSIl?11 - 0 12 ^ c h or



GD Radiographics: 1)

GE Radioqraphics:

W Eddy Current:

GE Solder Bond:

GD Insulation:

GE Insulation:

Check all butt welds and
plate to bobbin fillet welds
for porosity and linear in-
dications to NAVSHIP
acceptance criteria.

1) Check all butt welds in the
case components for porosity
and linear indications to
ASME B&PV Code Section III
acceptance criteria.

2) Check for indications in
conductor core butt weld for
acceptance to Section III
ASME criteria.

1) Check JBK75 stainless steel
autogenous butt v/eld for
indications greater than
.020 inch. This procedure
is still under development
and has not been qualified
for the production line yet.

1) A check for area percentage of
solder wetting by tearing the
wire out of the channel in the
stabilizing copper was done on
a sampling plan of the production
conductor at IGC.

1) High pot with AC and DC

1) High pot with AC and DC.

Lab Tests
In addition to quality checks on craftsmanship there

we're several lab tests on samples of the production super-
conductors for critical current, matrix, resistivity ratio,
twist pitch, filament distribution/size and copper fraction.
ORML has provided the critical current testing on the full
scale conductors for GD and GE while IGC and Airco have
done the critical current tests on the individual strands
that they made.
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Audits

In audits conducted by ORML at GD and GE, no
defects or untested components were found to have
been incorporated into the winding to date and the
sign off format of the winding procedure is insurance
against confusion about the prerequisites being
satisfied. Audits at IGC, Airco, and GE disclosed
that rejected material has been identified and separated
from the work areas.

Imperfections
While we can cite planning and QA systems that

are in use to avoid burying mistakes in the windings,
the LCP teams would like to stress that there were
imperfections that should be illuminating for other
coil projects. In one case, a vendor made an un-
declared change in insulation thickness tfiat degraded
heat transfer rate. Lack of receiving inspection per-
mitted this error to live until the eleventh hour. In
another case, a switch in vendors combined with a lack
of receiving inspection required extensive replacement
and repair of heaters supplied at the wrong resistance.
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The auditor's findings are on file at the
manufacturers and each company has incorporated
them to suit LCP and their everyday needs for

other programs.

Deviation and Nonconformance Reports

Planned
Changes to approved drawings, specifications and

procedures have been a regular part of the fabrication
sequence in the course of LCP. When these changes
were judged to require ORNL approval, a formal report
describing the proposed change along with the impli-
cations of costs and schedule changes was prepared by
the manufacturer. This form is used by ORNL to document
the design history with respect to rationale for the
change and show who approved the change. The approvals
come from designers, program leaders, and quality
assurance people at the manufacturer and at ORNL. The
ORNL QA files now contain XXX Deviation Requests
from the manufacturers.

An example of this kind of deviation is the grading
splice of the GE coil. Originally it was made with a
pre-machined copper block that was GTA welded to the
core of each conductor grade. A soldered lap joint
was developed that reduced the perturbation (bending)
to the wire and subelement and increased the chance
of the joint having acceptable resistance, recovery,
and strength with an easier process.

Unplanned
Defects have occurred in the fabrication and winding

of the coils. "Defect" is used to mean a departure from
design intentions. In some cases, these departured were
considered to be acceptable for use in the coil and some-
times alternate plans had to be made to meet the inten-
tions. Consultation with the Oak Ridge staff on these
nonconformances is a daily dabit. When form, fit, or
function may be risked or documentation of the rationale
for repair is judged to be necessary, then a formal
report is written describing the proposed corrective
action and disposition (use, fix, reject) and approval
signatures from engineering, program and quality
assurance are affixed. ORNL. files include xx Nonconfor-
mance Reports from the manufacturers. For quality
problems that require only decisions within the manu-
facturer's organization, Quality Assurance Reports are
written that show the acceptance of minor defects.

An example of an NCR is the failure of some strands
of superconductor to meet the GD-specified critical '
current value. By hand picking the strands to be cabled
so that the completed conductor would meet critical
current requirements and identifying and optimally
placing these cables so that they would be installed in
lower field regions of the grade, the strands were able
to be used-as-is. Subsequent tests at ORNL on the
completed cables substantiated this judgement.
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Corrective Action

From Audits
The timing of audits at various stages of manu-

facture is intended to provide time for corrective
action before the audited activity is complete. Design
Reviews served this function too man many action lists
from them had items that became corrective actions. CBI,
IGC, GD, Airco, Erie Press, and GE have spent time in QA
audits with the purpose of applying correction while it
is still of benefit.
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From Nonconformances
When the specification requirements for grain

size could not be met by suppliers, it was learned
that the requirements could be relaxed. When the
UT results on some of the stainless plate was bad,
the cutout patterns were arranged to avoid using
the defective areas. When draw schedules and
heat treatments were missed, repair plans were
invoked to salvage the metal and reach final product
properties by alternate draw and heat treatments.

Records

Each manufacturer has the responsibility of
compiling records that are adequate to duplicate
the coil fabrication. They have already delivered
scaling studies that show how their design can be

T O O

extrapolated to twice the LCP envelope. ' '
GE has prepared a data package on the conductor
made at IGC that includes certifications, indexes
to inspection and unusual occurrence or discrepancy
reports. The package will be retained at GE for
the life of LCP and copies will be sent to ORNL.

An audit of the GD rr-c.ard system indicated
that records stored with the regular system used
for aircraft manufacture ihou'id afford access for
all future inquiries for daLa such as radiographs,
inspection reports, and travelers. Airco has
accumulated records and archive samples that will be
retained for the life of LCP and a summary index
and report will be delivered to ORNL when the last
conductor is delivered to Westinghouse.

Conclusion

The next symposium should be forum for re-
porting test results from LCP that will be implied
evidence that the QA discipline used on LCP was
sufficient. All members of the USA team have in-
vested considerable time following the belief that
formal QA was necessary. " • *
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